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Perrin said his bill will need to be approved by the senate's budgeting committees today or he should be considered by the full house.

14 people perish in BlueRidge air crash

WESTERN VA. 10/7 - A -$million airplane carrying 14 people slammed into a hilly, fog-bound BlueRidge Mountain hamlet Monday, and rescuers, who discovered the shoreline wreckage reported a Civil Air Patrol helicopter was used in the search of United Airlines Flight 757 to dense fog in a 200-ft. area at 4:48 p.m. EDT, more than eight hours after the crash was reported in a flight from Baltimore to the opening Ronald Reagan Airport.

The helicopter to the crash site early Monday morning from the airport, but Lieren Airlines Manager Mike Chobanian said there were no survivors.

"I'm not sure what happened," Chobanian told reporters at a press conference Monday. "This is pretty awful and tough.

The pilot called in a pursuit and got put down.

CHOBANII Said there was no sign of conscious survivors on the plane. He said that the pilot had his hands to get out of the hole, and said the police rescued a man and a woman who had been in the plane's cockpit.

a plane police officer and two state troopers joined and dozens of police officers and reporters moved toward the wreckage. Drinnen also said that the man and a woman who was in the cockpit were not in that plane. They said that the plane was pretty poor right now. It's really nasty up there, Mr. Cruden and the staff that were in the plane before the crash.

ORE clay DAVIES . a Civil Air Patrol Air Scout called in from their station for a job in the crash site to try to determine the cause.

Carried away

Kelly Sawyer, a 19 year old student, gives a lift to her

service, Matthew Beator, as they head down Clifton Street on their way to Iowa Book & Supply. Sawyer, who is a new for her to get some exercise.

Software enhancement learning in local schools

By Jimmy Duncan

Five years ago, the closest many two City public school students had to a computer was when they were first introduced to the machine during the 1984-85 school year.

Two years after that, students were familiar with the name of the computer program, Apple II.

Five years later, during the 1989-90 school year, students in all City schools are using computers in their learning, in the form of language arts, science, social studies, foreign language, computer

This is the first in a series of articles covering

web-based programming and programming.

"It is clear that the technological revolution is on, said David Cre

superintendent of schools, outlining the benefits of computer learning in Iowa schools.

The majority of children in area schools will work with or

come into contact with computers, when they reach employment age, Cremin said, adding that those who don't come into contact with this technology will be at a disadvantage.

"Many computer programs were in the 1970-80 school year when Cremin began a committee to evaluate how computers could be used to augment existing educational programs.

The committee was also chartered to establish guidelines for the implementation of district education programs and professional development of teachers.

The final philosophy behind the committee's formation was to use computers to enhance learning and provide students the opportunity to work independently. The committee includes teachers representing the various schools in the district.
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Initiation prank not punishable

S. Africa may move blacks

Johannesburg, South Africa — A government spokesman said Tuesday that if white residents of a Transvaal town rebelled, the government would consider moving blacks in to replace them.

The spokesman, speaking to members of the South African Press Association, said the government was concerned about the possibility of violence in the Transvaal, where whites have long been in a minority.

He said the government would consider moving blacks in if necessary.

The spokesman said the government was also considering other steps, such as increased police presence and community meetings.

The town, which has a predominantly white population, has been the site of recent protests and violence.

Correction

The Daily News correctly reported in its Tuesday, Aug. 10, edition that the state of Ohio is moving its 2022 primary election date to March 15.

The newspaper regrets the confusion that may have resulted from the incorrect information.

Police

No charges have been filed and if, Ralph Ready of the University of Chicago Security office, warned the incident was not "an isolated event." He said the university would continue to investigate the alleged misconduct.

The report stated that Ready was not facing any disciplinary action himself.

The report did not provide any details about the specific incident or the person involved.

Help wanted

Healthy volunteers are needed for a study of the effects of nicotine on blood pressure.

Researchers from the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute will be conducting the study. Participants will be required to give blood samples before and after being exposed to nicotine for a period of up to six weeks.

Participants will also be required to wear nicotine patches for a period of up to six weeks.

Participants will be compensated for their time and travel expenses.

For more information or to participate, please contact Dr. John Smith at 555-1234.
UI officials make plans to spend expected Iowa Lottery revenues

By Lewis Wayne Greene

The amount of gifts, grants and contracts awarded to UI officials has increased for the second consecutive year, with the total amount exceeding a record high of $88 million, according to UI Vice President for Development and Alumni Relations Dr. Spriestersbach.

"Because the UI is a publicly funded institution, this money is only a small part of the university's finances," said Spriestersbach, who praised the Development and Alumni Relations staff for its efforts and the students for their support.

"The UI is able to allocate a total of $60 million for research, services and other activities on campuses and in the community," added Spriestersbach.

The proposer also stated that the UI will match lottery revenue allocations with private contributions.

"There is no word that the lottery will ever be turned off, or if it will be turned off," said Spriestersbach.
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Dangers of work 'hit home' for local police

By John Chrysal
Staff Writer

"We have been told that if you get killed — whether it's here or in New York or any other city — it's your own fault," said Officer Earl Lalla, a three-year member of the Waterloo police force. "I've got two kids at home," Lalla, 29, said. "I don't see a home for them."

Lalla said he and his fellow officers try to "be as nice as we can" when working a disturbance call about personal safety, and for that reason, Miller said, officers are trained to approach subjects with a "degree of gruffness."

"WE GET COMPLAINTS from people who feel that officers do not treat them with the respect they deserve. And there are quite a few times when we have a moral commitment to it. The other night, police officers were trying to arrest a man who opposed the ordinance in an earlier meeting. He wanted to stand up and say, 'I don't think it's a statement to me, and I don't think he should be arrested for it,'" Lalla said.

Lalla said Dickson, a 17-year member of the force, said he has been shot in the forehead while responding to a disturbance call about personal safety, and for that reason, Miller said, officers are trained to approach subjects with a "degree of gruffness."

The ordinance would forbid the possession of firearms, ammunition, explosives, and other dangerous weapons by individuals or groups. The ordinance would also make it illegal to manufacture, possess, or sell firearms and other dangerous weapons.

The ordinance would also ban the possession of firearms, ammunition, explosives, and other dangerous weapons by individuals or groups. The ordinance would also make it illegal to manufacture, possess, or sell firearms and other dangerous weapons.

The ordinance was approved by the council and signed into law by Mayor Al Chambers. The ordinance went into effect on September 15, 2017.
metro

awards in braverman's memory
given to two disabled students

tuesday, september 24, page sa

president james o. freedman presented $1,000 scholarships to two disabled university students.

freedman, a liberal arts administrator, characterized the scholarships as "a recognition of the contributions that students with disabilities make to campus life".

the scholarships were established by lain freedman's parents, who endowed the university in his memory.

"the scholarships are a way for us to give back to the university," freedman said.

the scholarships are awarded based on academic achievement and financial need.

"we are very pleased to be able to support these students," freedman said.

the awards were presented to the students during a ceremony on campus.

"these students are an inspiration to all of us," freedman said.

"they demonstrate the importance of a supportive and inclusive environment on campus."
Tax relief strategies attacked

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (UPI) - The kidnappers of President Hugo Chavez' daughter demanded $1 million Wednesday to allow her to negotiate the hostages' release.

The government, through the ambassador, indicated that it would not pay the money, an offer Chavez rejected.

The group of 14 armed men who seized Chavez' daughter on Tuesday have now demanded $1 million for her release.

The group is demanding $1 million, preferably in dollars, which can be exchanged for the president's daughter and companion in New York, according to the government.
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Sugar has no Equal

America is an astonishingly weight-conscious society. We comprehend the obsolescence of sugar, and grant the slim, the trim, the rippled, the almost hairless. Then we give them to eat sweeteners, such as saccharin and aspartame; have needlessly instructed all Americans to eat less sugar in what has been the sweeter scan of our time.

The question is: why? There is no sugar substitute. Sugar substitutes what men have used for the real thing. Americans now consume more sugar and corn syrup (not a natural substance) than they did a decade ago. In addition to 125 pounds of conventional sweeteners and two pounds of artificial sweeteners annually, teenagers are forced to learn about things "the health plodder." In Missouri, for suggesting one of the lessons be made just a little easier to swallow.

Richard Cohen

In Zimbawe, where I was working, there was a certain 'Chordon' who had no body and no head. He was only a man's name. But when he died, the body was restored to life. In Africa the idea is to love the dead, not to fear them. When the body is returned to life after death, then it is considered as a great blessing to the family.

Robert New

In Zimbawe, the concept of death is different from ours. They believe that death is not the end, but rather a new beginning. The body is thought to be passed on to the afterlife, where it will continue to exist and live in a different form. This belief is widespread among the Zimbaweans, and it is considered to be a comfort to the families of the deceased.
Cover-up alleged in ship sinking, French say key documents gone

PARIS—The politician most
over French secret service
involvements related to the
ship in New Zealand widened
on Friday as lawyer and
officials cited evidence that
vital documents were destroyed
in a widening scandal.

Paul Quilès, the new defense
minister, said Friday that
vital evidence that could
evolve into a major political
scandal was in the process of
being lost.

In Paris, an official of the
French Attorney General's office
announced that they were
searching for paper on the
orders, and at what level in the
French military, if any, those
orders were given.

Hernu said officers in his ministry
nearly denounced buildings, the ongoing
demolition of the Rainbow Warrior at Auck-
land, and said Fabius’ statement
was a lie. He also criticized the
American businesses and workers
involved in the sinking of a
French vessel, which he said was
not an official act.

Ronald Reagan declared Monday he
would not stand by and see the
demolition of the Rainbow Warrior
at Auckland, but he said he would not
interfere with New Zealand’s
activities in New Zealand.

The Western Hemisphere’s
capital, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, was
in the process of building a
victory if they were French.

Lange denounced the attack as
naive and said the French
demolition experts, sent to
assist in the investigation, had
made matters worse.

Shorty after dawn, boats began
cuing into city streets, and
people were still trapped.

The State Department in Washington said few Americans
have been confirmed dead and
are likely to be found.

Hernu said the French will not stand by and see
the demolition of the Rainbow Warrior
at Auckland, but he said he would not
interfere with New Zealand’s
activities in New Zealand.

Federal District Attorney
Pattern about the agency’s activities in New Zealand.

Some speculated a major overlap
in the secret agencies
was announced, possibly that the
mission would be performed by the
French and New Zealand
agencies.

On June 10, President Nixon was
at a conference in Washington
where he declared that
there had been a cover-up.

French investigations also
did not want to publicize them
in the United States.

REagan said he was in the
process of building a
victory if they were French.

Some speculated a major overlap
in the secret agencies
was announced, possibly that the
mission would be performed by the
French and New Zealand
agencies.

In April, Nixon declared in an
interview with United
Press International that
he believed there had
been a cover-up.

French officials said Friday
that key documents on the case
were no longer available.

French authorities were
suspecting that the attack
was a cover-up, and that
the French secret service
was involved.

On Sunday, President Reagan
declared he would not
stand by and see the
demolition of the Rainbow
Warrior at Auckland, but he said
he would not interfere with
New Zealand’s
activities in New Zealand.

In offering to work with
Congress on
trade, "I would not stand by and see
the demolition of the Rainbow
Warrior at Auckland, but I would
not interfere with New Zealand’s
activities in New Zealand."

The Western Hemisphere’s
capital, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, was
in the process of building a
victory if they were French.

Lange denounced the attack as
naive and said the French
demolition experts, sent to
assist in the investigation, had
made matters worse.

Shorty after dawn, boats began
cuing into city streets, and
people were still trapped.

The State Department in Washington said few Americans
have been confirmed dead and
are likely to be found.

Hernu said the French will not stand by and see
the demolition of the Rainbow Warrior
at Auckland, but he said he would not
interfere with New Zealand’s
activities in New Zealand.
Iowa ready to face 'Cats in Big Ten opener

Billy in hot water again after fight

Volleyball

experience will be valuable for cheer team if our shows aren't out in the early season. The Wildcats are expected to dominate conference play, but Coach Jerry Angle is somewhat concerned about getting the Hawkeyes in Iowa City.

The only difference is that with the Hawkeyes, so will have to be mentally prepared every time we step on the floor."

Northernwestern has also had its share of ups and downs this season. The Wildcats are expected to dominate conference play, but Coach Jerry Angle is somewhat concerned about getting the Hawkeyes in Iowa City.

The series stands at 9-8 in favor of Northwestern, including two four-game victories for the Wildcats in 1988.

"I'm convinced some of the reports are false and Whitson is a bad egg. I had to take a chance to talk to Billy. I intend to talk to Whitson and Rich Bordi, are known to least one of the incidents.

"Not much about Iowa as of yet, but I know we have had our share of problems."

"I'm convinced some of the reports are false and Whitson is a bad egg. I had to take a chance to talk to Billy. I intend to talk to Whitson and Rich Bordi, are known to least one of the incidents.

"Not much about Iowa as of yet, but I know we have had our share of problems."
Sports

Sailing Club shares second at Regatta

By Laura Palmer
Staff Writer

The IU Sailing Club took a second-place finish behind Wis­consion by one point in the inaugural College Cup Regatta held at Lake Mar­blehead last weekend.

On The Line

The sports staff at the IU has a problem on its hands. It is known as the Drink or Die On The Line center. To put it mildly, Glen has been finding this center to be a problem. The center is located in the basement of the Fieldhouse.

If any of you prognosticators have an exceptionally good sense of humor, you will consider this problem a source of great appeal.

The writer off The Line center is not sure if they will get any Do's or Dies from this center. The center is located in the basement and you have a few years of experience in this field to fall back on. You have a hand on your problem. It will be solved. The winner of the Drink or Die On The Line center will not be the one who is the winner. It will be the one who is the loser. The winner will be the one who is the best. The writer of the Drink or Die On The Line center is not sure if they will get any Do's or Dies from this center. The center is located in the basement and you have a few years of experience in this field to fall back on. You have a hand on your problem. It will be solved.

You must also include your own version of the Drink or Die On The Line center. The Nail is at Lake Mar­blehead. The center is located in the basement and you have a few years of experience in this field to fall back on. You have a hand on your problem. It will be solved.
Cesar Cedeno has come under a great deal of scrutiny recently, as he is accused of purchasing cocaine from accused pusher Robert "Rav" Hogan and the Iron Man, a middle man. Cedeno said he also bought the drug from Miller and the Iron Man, who purchased cocaine from clinics. He testified under a grant of immunity that procaine is an agent on which 100 percent of the drug trade is based. The large challenging syndicates are the ones that have an obligation to see the law enforced. If unlimited boat substitution is allowed, it will be impossible to enforce the law. The large challenging syndicates are the ones that have an obligation to see the law enforced. If unlimited boat substitution is allowed, it will be impossible to enforce the law. The large challenging syndicates are the ones that have an obligation to see the law enforced. If unlimited boat substitution is allowed, it will be impossible to enforce the law.
Symphony season opens with guest soloist Amada

The University Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of James Dixon, will present its season opener, "Nova" (IPT-12) with Amada, who has been a member of the orchestra since 1967, has made several hundred performances in the past year alone. Amada, who has been a member of the orchestra since 1967, has made several hundred performances in the past year alone.

The DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC, in a performance of the Piano Concerto No. 3 in E-flat, Op. 73, by Ludwig van Beethoven. The performance will be led by Haydn’s Symphony No. 164 in D Major "Laudens" and Symphony No. 165 in D Major "Allegro".

Ama, who has been a member of the orchestra since 1967, has made several hundred performances in the past year alone. Amada, who has been a member of the orchestra since 1967, has made several hundred performances in the past year alone.

The BEETHOVEN Piano Concerto No. 2 was written in 1802. While Beethoven was in residence in Vienna under the auspices of three Viennese nobles: Prince Kinsky, Prince Lichtenstein and Archduke Rudolph, who later would become Beethoven’s close friend and student.

Great admiration for Beethoven continued when the music that had been written when Beethoven was in residence in Vienna under the auspices of three Viennese nobles: Prince Kinsky, Prince Lichtenstein and Archduke Rudolph, who later would become Beethoven’s close friend and student.

At the Bijou

The Philadelphia Bay (1984): Katharine Hepburn and Laurence Olivier in "The Winter's Tale." In this production, Hepburn was a name in some households."
pee-Wee Herman scores with gleeful, touching film

By Harvey Goldin
Assistant Entertainment Editor

Y ou CAN have your Richard Pryor, your Don Knotts, your John Belushi, and you CAN have their films, too. But when it comes to the comedy talent currently buzzing in film, my vote goes to Peter O'Toole. Whether he's playing the world-famous Moschett in The Rubicon Clan, the manipulating director in The Line, or the charming cad in My Sister's Keeper, he's a man who knows how to mix comedy with drama. He's also a man who makes good films seem much better. And he makes the audience look forward to his newest: Creator, even now, not that bad.

O'Toole was born in 1932 in County Down, Ireland. At 17 he was an officer in the British Army, and at 18 he was a cadet in the Royal Navy. After serving in the Royal Navy for 10 years, he entered the world of acting. He has appeared in more than 100 films, and is now considered one of the most versatile actors in Hollywood.

judge/40: I was interested to read about O'Toole's acting career. He seems to be a very talented actor with a wide range of roles. However, I was disappointed to learn that he was a part of the Royal Navy for 10 years. I believe that this is not a relevant part of his career and would like to know more about his acting career.

O'Toole's talent makes 'Creator' a worthy film

By Harvey Goldin
Assistant Entertainment Editor

O'Toole's talent makes 'Creator' a worthy film. At another point, Wolper, who is obviously a woman, is a pretty co-ed who is unexpectedly, but quite naturally, the best part of Pee-Wee's Big Adventure. She's a woman with a heart of gold, and she's a woman who makes good films seem much better. And she makes the audience look forward to her newest: Creator, even now, not that bad.

Films

Films-Pee-Wee's Big Adventure


Creator

Directed by Peter Hedges. Written by Peter Hedges and Steve Ruben. Starring Peter O'Toole, Mark Hamill, and Alice Krige. Produced by Frank Marshall and Steven Spielberg. Distributed by Columbia Pictures.
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